
phase of 5-6 real leaves. There was found that at concentration of 90Sr 3,7 kBq/L experimental
plants had not differences in comparison with control plants. Cytology-anatomical analysis
has been shown that at concentration of 90Sr 3,7 kBq/L there was not changes in the cones of
stem and root growth in comparison with control plant. The concentration of 37,0 kBq/L
causes certain delay in the root growth and appearance of real leaves. The concentration of
370,0 kBq/L causes following damages of cotton sprouts:

- dysfunction of roots apical meristems - the initial cells of root growing point lost their
orientation, grown dark and mitosis was stopped;

- the root caps peeled or root did not develop - as result there was suspension of root
growth;

- the function of formation of lateral organs of embryos nodules of real leaves was
suppressed - as result there was delay and lag in the development of ground part of
sprouts.

The accumulation of 90Sr in the cotton plants depending on concentration and time of
90Sr stay in the soil was studied during 5-year vegetation experiments on the typical soil. It
was shown that increase of concentration 90Sr in typical soil causes increase of its
concentrations in the plants. However, direct proportional dependence between of this
indicators was not found. In the first few years of experiments the increase of concentration of
radionuclide in the soil causes the insignificant decrease of accumulation coefficient (AC) in
the vegetative mass of plants. On the 4 and 5 years in the experiment with concentration of
90Sr 11,1 mBq/kg AC of Sr was significantly less than at more less concentration 90Sr in the
soil. With increase of concentration of 90Sr in the soil comparatively less part is transferred
into reproductive organs. Thus, the level of radioactive contamination of soils is very
important indicator of accumulation of 90Sr in the plants of cotton. .......,,................................ ........
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DYNAMICS OF CAESIUM-137, COBALT-60, RUTHENIUM-106,
ZINC-65, MANGANESE-54 AND CERIUM-144 RADIONUCLIDES

ACCUMULATION AND DISTRIBUTION IN COTTON
PLANTS AT PROLONGED ACCESSION

H.T.Yadgarov1*, V.V.Pugachev1*, V.N.Grishanin^, A.A.Kim2), K.S.Tachtobin2),
V.LBajanova1*, A.A.Abdukarimov^

!) Institute of Genetics and Experimental Biology of Plants, •

Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences, Tashkent,

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences, Tashkent

The aim of investigation was research of dynamics of radionuclides accumulation in the

cotton plants in conditions of prolonged cultivation on the soils contaminated by

radionuclides. Together with 90Sr and 137Cs the level of contamination of cotton plant is

determined also by other radionuclides - 60Co, I06 Ru, 65Zn, 54Mn, 144Ce. The information
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about their behaviour is very poor. The accumulation of radionuclides in the cotton plants was
studied in the conditions of vegetation experiments.

As it was shown in 8 years long experiments with l37Cs with increase of time its staying
in the soil there was noticeable decrease accession of 137Cs into the cotton plants. In
comparison with the first year of experiment, in the 8th year after introduction of I37Cs in the
soil, accession of 137Cs into the vegetative part of plants decreased 3-5 times, accession 137Cs
into the raw cotton decreased 1,3-2,8 times. Accumulation coefficient of 137Cs in the plants
after 8 year cultivation of cotton decreased in vegetative mass 2-3 times, in the raw cotton
decreased 1,5-3 times.

It was found that absorption of radionuclides 60Co, 106 Ru, 65Zn, 54Mn, 144Ce and their
migration into the different organs of plant to a great extent is dependent on the properties of
this radionuclides. The radionuclides can be subdivided on the three groups according with
nature of absorption and migration into the different organs of cotton plants:

- more intensively accessing into the plants, to a great extent accumulating in the vegetative
and reproductive organs - 65Zn, 54Mn and 90Sr;

- comparatively poorly absorbed by cotton plants and accumulated mainly in the vegetative

organs and in small quantities accumulated in the seeds and cotton filaments - 144Ce, 137Cs

and 60Co;

- radionuclide in very small quantities migrating into the vegetative and reproductive organs

of cotton plants - 106Ru. / £j ^

STUDY OF HEXACHLOROCYCLOHEXANE ACCUMULATION IN
SOIL BACTERIUM STRAINS BACILLUS SP. BY TEST SYSTEM

BASED ON USE OF TRITIUM-LABELLED
HEXACHLOROCYCLOHEXANE

H.T.Yadgarov1*, U.T.Salimov1*, A.A.Kim2), K.S.Tachtobin2), A.A.Abdukarimov1*

!) Institute of Genetics and Experimental Biology of Plants,

Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences, Tashkent,
2/1 Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences, Tashkent

Test-system based on radioanalytical technique for study of accumulation and
biodegradation (biotransformation) hexachlorocyclohexane (HCHs) with use of labelled by
thermally-activated tritium HCHs was developed. The tririum - labelled HCHs with high
specific activity was produced. Test-system includes TLC analysis of biodegradation and
biotransformation products followed by autoradiography. With the help of test-system the
collection of active strains of soil micro-organisms Bacillus sp. was analysed and strains
26,33,510 resistant to HCHs were selected. The accumulation of 3H - HCHs in the soil micro-
organisms in culture in vitro was studied. There was shown a possibility of active strains to
accumulate and destroy HCHs. Precise quantification accumulation of HCHs by micro-
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